
KP PARTNERSHIP NEWS

HE 2022 campaign for the Kingsley Park partnerships

started early, with five runners taking to the

racecourse during the month of January.

Perhaps the pick of those runs came from King’s Advice,

the eight-year-old Frankel gelding owned by the Kingsley

Park 27 – Ready To Run partnership, who finished second to

Imperium in a Class 3 handicap over two miles at Kempton

on January 29. 

Of course it would have been even better had King’s

Advice been able to prevail, but the beautifully bred

Imperium, by Frankel out of the triple (English, Irish and

Yorkshire) Oaks winner, Ramruma, is the very definition of a

course specialist, having now won on five of her six visits to

Kempton Park. 

Satanic Moon, of Kingsley Park 25 – The Originals, made

his racecourse debut at Wolverhampton on January 14 in a

maiden over a mile and a half. The three-year-old Sea The

Moon colt out of Kirsten Rausing’s Green Desert mare,

Diablerette, lost many lengths at the start and ran green

throughout, but he did show some ability in making late

headway to finish third. It will be interesting to see how he
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fares next time out.

Of course, many partners will recall the explosive start to

2021 made by the partnership horses Coupe de Champagne,

Bravado, Deep Impression and Notation. Together, they gave

various partnerships four winners from our first four

partnership runners of the year, a dazzling strike rate which

Mark and Charlie will hope they can emulate at some stage

this season.

King’s Advice under Kim McGiven

HILE JANUARY may have

been a relatively quiet

month on the racecourse,

work continues apace at Kingsley Park

in continuing the early education of the

juveniles forming part of the new

Kingsley Park partnerships.

With the new recruits having been

bought at different sales across the

autumn, some horses will have been

with the yard for longer than others.

Similarly, due to their breeding (e.g.

being by a sire who was suited by

middle distances or whose progeny have

tended to be slow maturing types) or

later foaling dates, some horses will

have a slightly later introduction to their

preparatory work for racing.

In recent months, work will have

involved long-reining the new recruits

before seeing them progress to the

trotting ring. The more forward of the

two-year-olds will have progressed to

the gallops themselves, and a number of

them are already cantering upsides a

couple of times a

week, an important

stage in their

preparation for a

racecourse debut.

The facilities at

Kingsley Park, and

in particular the

impressive new

indoor school,

have allowed work

to continue even

through the worst

of the winter

weather and Mark

and Charlie are

pleased with how

things are progressing.

It’s at a stage like this that the

combined skills and experience of our

dedicated staff team prove invaluable.

They have the knowledge and

confidence to ensure that each

incremental step on the path to

readiness for racing is taken before

asking the juveniles to move on to the

next stage of their education.

nder their watchful eyes, the

Kingsley Park partnerships’ team

of two-year-olds for 2022 is progressing

nicely!

Home working

The KP 28 Showcasing filly out of Game Zone under Andrew Elliott
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